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Online Storage and Content Distribution

A new type of content sharing service – online storage and 
distribution has become increasingly popular

One-click hosting service: allow end users to easily upload 
files, of both small and large sizes, onto dedicated servers, 
to be shared among a group of interested users

Ease of use: simple URL that can be shared to others, e.g., 
discussion forums

Rapidshare, Megaupload, etc.
Files hosted in either CDNs or dedicated large data centers
Rapidshare, 1500 terabytes of online storage in its data centers
Skyrocketing server bandwidth costs: yearly 15~20 million USD



Peer-assisted Online Storage and Distribution
Design Objective

Take advantage of peer bandwidth contributions to 
mitigate server bandwidth costs without sacrificing the ease 
of use, reliability, and performance of one-click hosting

Balance two extremes of the cost-performance tradeoff

Good scalability
no guarantees 

on file availability

Guarantee file availability
at the prohibitive cost of 

server bandwidth and storage

P2P File Sharing Server-based Online Storage

A Seamless Integration

Peer-assisted Online Storage and Distribution

Couple peer upload contribution & strategic server 
provisioning in a complementary manner
Improve file availability & downloading performance, 
while conserving substantial server costs



Design Challenges
The reduction of server involvement may bring adverse 
effects on file availability & downloading performance 

As the system scales up to a large population, we 
intend to store contents that are as valuable to users as 
possible, with a limited pool of server storage

How do we substantially conserve server bandwidth costs, 
while mitigating such adverse effects and maintaining 

an adequate level of service quality and user experience?

While files will be available on a semi-persistent basis,
how do we mitigate the drawback of degraded file availability 

with a limited pool of server storage?



FS2You: Architecture A real-world large-scale peer-
assisted online storage system

One of the most popular online 
storage systems in China

Tracking Server
Channels’ (files) Info & MD5
Bootstrapping 
List of peers in channels

Hosting Servers
Upload
Download
Hosting

Peers
Upload
Download



Combine coarse-grained tracking servers & decentralized 
gossiping

Peers involved in a file are organized into an overlay for 
exchanging data availability info & file blocks

Either downloading the file or holding a replica of the file

Periodic partnership update
Resilient to peer dynamics & Bound control overhead

Periodic status-report (Peer ID & IP) & top N local channels
Periodic refresh of peer list in each channel to assist peers to
gain access to active partners that are most helpful

Peer Partnership & Overlay Management



Content Delivery
Each file is divided into fixed size blocks of 256 KB

A Block Map (BM) the availability of blocks at each peer
Periodic exchange of BMs among peers enables them to 
locate the needed blocks

Retrieve distinct blocks from multiple partners
Periodic scheduling sequentially request missing blocks up to 
NO. current active partners

Request-from-server conditions

The threshold is empirically determined to prevent peers from 
aggressively consuming server bandwidth

No partners (unpopular file or connection fail)
None of the partners hold the desired block
Aggregate downloading rate from partners < 10 KB/second



Server-side Strategies: Uploading Service

Not only provide online storage, but also 
cooperate with content distribution

Uploading service
No size/format limitations attract millions of users
500GB~1TB content routinely uploaded per day
1 copy stored in one of the servers that is nearest 
to the user requesting to upload

Avoid consuming excessive storage resources
Reduce uploading time
Mitigate unnecessary inter-AS traffic



Server-side Strategies: Downloading Service

Complement peers to supply file blocks, especially 
to those suffering poor downloading rates

1st block user experience
Probabilistic serving based on file popularity

File popularity index inversely proportional to NO. 
requests
Direct peers in popular channels to largely rely on peer 
assistance rather than servers
Allocate more server resources to unpopular files

How to properly satisfy a potentially large number of requests 
without incurring prohibitively high bandwidth costs?



Server-side Strategies: Hosting Service
Semi-persistent availability with a limited pool of server 
storage

File reference index File Size / Access Frequency (per day)
If < a threshold (empirically 100) either small or frequently 
accessed remain persistent
If > a threshold over a sustained period of time (empirically 5 days) 

evicted/replaced
Store large files only if substantial user interests and popularity 
persist, in order to avoid excessive use of server storage

Maintain the availability of recently/frequently accessed files,
while replacing less popular & large ones when necessary



Trace Collection
To evaluate the performance of FS2You, we have 
implemented a detailed logging mechanism

350 GB traces from 3.3 million users, from June 21 to July 
18, 2008

Each peer reports activities & status to the trace server
Download Event Summary (event-driven)

Peer ID, Channel IDs, File size
Time of open/close/completion
Total downloaded volume, downloaded volume from servers

File Source Snapshot (periodically, overhead/accuracy)



Peer dynamics
and behaviors

File 
Characteristics

Service Quality
User Experience

Peer assistance

Reflect user demand 
& Fine tune

server strategies

File availability & 
downloading rate



The architectural & protocol designs in FS2You can scale to a large number of 
peers, and to withstand the test of a tremendous volume of traffic 

(in the order of terabytes per day) over a long period of time
The cost of server capacity has been substantially saved by peer assistance

Overall Scale and Performance

Up to 80% contributed by P2P
alleviate server loadA large number of users



File Characteristics: Popularity
47% compressed archives (e.g., zip/rar) most multimedia content
30% videos, 12% audio, 11% others

Flatter than Zipf prediction
Immutability of files, and the

“fetch-at-most-once” behavior

Well fitted with the stretched 
exponential distribution

Useful for workload synthesis



File Characteristics: Peer Assistance  Efficiency

In general, popular files enjoy higher P2P efficiency
Highly popular ones even enjoy 80%~90% P2P efficiency encouraging!
Increasing noises variations in P2P efficiency increase as popularity 

decreases
Interestingly, less popular ones can also enjoy high P2P efficiency, as some of 

them used to be popular with sufficient replicas among peers



Correlation: File Size & Popularity
Users’ preference in large files
300 MB ~ 1 GB most popular range typical sizes of videos

Large files can survive only if sufficiently popular
Many small files can remain available reasonable user demand & have not 

occupied excessive storage (72.4% < 100 MB, only 21.4% of server storage)
Though prefer to download large files, not tend to keep large files in local storage

Empirical threshold for evicting
large yet unpopular files: 
1 GB/10 = 100 MB/hits



Server Involvement & Service Quality

Most experienced favorable 
downloading performance:
Avg. 66 KB/s; Lowest 40 KB/s

Both files that are completely supplied 
by servers and those that are mainly 
supported by P2P enjoy high average 
downloading performance

Valley potential negative effects of the collaboration between 
current design of request-from-server threshold & server-side 
probabilistic serving strategy



Summary
Key challenges involved in 

peer-assisted online storage and distribution systems

Architecture & protocol design of a real-world system: FS2You
Couple peer assistance & strategic server provisioning 

in a complementary & transparent manner

The system can conserve substantial server costs, 
while maintaining high service availability & 
downloading performance at a large scale

Verified by extensive measurement study, supported by 
real-world traces from millions of users

Further reveals many interesting observations on system dynamics,
file characteristics, and server involvement



Summary

The architectural & protocol designs in FS2You can scale 
to a large number of peers, and to withstand the test of a 
tremendous volume of traffic over a long period of time

The cost of server capacity has been substantially saved 
by peer assistance

The FS2You design provides excellent file availability & a 
satisfactory download experience to a large number of 
users with cost-effective server involvement
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